TEAM
EXPECTATIONS
THE

Ultimate Guide
FOR

Emerging Leaders
The what, when, and how of setting clear
expectations for work outcomes and team behavior.
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You're

in the

right place if...

1. You manage people or projects, and your team is less
effective than you'd like to admit - not as aligned and
coordinated towards the goals and Key Performance
Indicators as you'd like.
2. Your projects are requiring rework or are falling short
of their targets, and the team roles are inconsistent
or misunderstood.
3. You get interrupted with questions from the team
about decisions that they, not you, should be making.
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Setting Expectations & Accountability
The #1 Activity that Leaders Neglect

You have assembled a talented
professional team to execute a client
project or task force, and you are
confident that they have the skills to
produce great work and meet goals and
objectives.
Then why do many organization and
team projects experience
miscommunication? Or why do critical
initiatives miss their goals?
Not setting expectations or requiring
accountability are by far the greatest
reasons for eventual issues when
dealing with people, processes, and
resources.

For many emerging and existing
leaders, this is a blind spot. They
assume their team members “just
know” how the work should be done,
but often there are gaps that become
evident and lead to delays,
misunderstandings, or rework.
So, what can you do? While there is no
exact right formula, providing clarity
will prevent issues.
Apply the advice in this guide to get
your team and projects aligned for
success.
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The When
When to set expectations and accountability

At the start of any job, project or role.

Upon impact or influence from internal or external forces (e.g. goal
change, revenue forecast, market change, regulatory update.)
Upon changes in staffing, process or methods.
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The What
What expectations to set

Results & Goals
Name the top three priorities by
project or initiative
Define how each is measured (e.g.
accuracy, timelines, branding)

Decision Making Process
Variable by team members, client, or
project

Role and Responsibilities
Define by team or project.
Accountability of what to whom

Methods and Tools
Tracking of tasks or projects
Reporting progress
Collaboration and escalation

Communication
Which information is communicated
to which audiences
What channels & frequency

Cultural Norms and Expectations
Define behaviors when dealing with
teams, clients, and stakeholders
Note any allowed exceptions
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The How
#1 Set expectations early.
#2 Assess, and reset when necessary.
Perhaps you've already kicked off a project or a new employee was
hired a few weeks ago and there has been no - or not enough - talk of
specific expectations. Set up a meeting to review them. It's never too
late for a reset.

#3 Communicate purpose.
Give context by connecting work and output to a larger goal in the
organization. Be sure everyone on your team can answer the phrase,
"This is important because..." or "This helps us achieve..."

#4 Be explicit about details.
Examples include: What level of data do you want in a report? Do you
need a hard deadline, or is there wiggle room? Do you want a draft or
a final version?

#5 Identify the priority level.
Determine the three most important aspects of a project or initiative
and how those things will affect results, budget, and the client. What
could you be doing to help frame things for clearer and faster
decision-making?

#6 Consider different decision-making methods.
There are options like consensus, majority vote, seniority or title,
subject matter expertise, and role on project. Whatever method you
use, be deliberate, transparent, and communicate it to the team.
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The How
Continued

#7 Specify level of authority & autonomy
Be unmistakeable about who gets to make decisions and execute,
who can make a recommendation but needs approval, and who
requires approval before taking action. Also, predetermine check-ins
and status updates, and triggers of when an issue needs to be
escalated.

#8 Establish Boundaries
Be mindful of declaring what is OK and not OK, and what behaviors
are rewarded or discouraged.

#9 Communicate exceptions clearly
What are they based on,and how will people know? Perhaps you can
say, "This is a hard and fast rule except when dealing with this
platinum-level client, then we'll do it this way..."

#10 Listen
After setting expectations, ask the team to describe assignments in
their own words. You may discover that something got lost in
translation. Confirm understanding and provide any clarifications
that are needed.
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Notes

MEET
YOUR
COACH

As an expert in leadership accelerators, Gina Lucente-Cole of Promina Advisors™ guides emerging
leaders to be more visible for their contributions and rise in their careers. Over the past twenty
years, Gina has facilitated client workshops with thousands of professionals from public
companies, private firms, and non-profit organizations across the business, science, service,
financial, and educational industries.
Through her online courses and her book The Next Level: A Guide for Emerging Leaders, Gina
shares the principles that she’s used to coach high-performing professionals as they up their game
and move forward to achieve their goals at career crossroads.
Learn more and book a discovery call at www.prominaadvisors.com

fb.com/ProminaAdvisors

@ProminaAdvisors

www.ProminaAdvisors.com

hello@prominaadvisors.com

@ProminaAdvisors

